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Introduction

Terminology for Webinar

Seller Person that is selling assets or another entity

Parent A Seller-entity that is selling its subsidiary, the Target 

Target Entity whose equity is being bought in “stock deal”

Buyer Person that is buying assets or equity of another entity

Stock Deal Deal involving the sale of the equity of Target

Asset Deal Deal involving the sale of the assets of Seller

Carve-out Typically, Parent is selling stock of a subsidiary and/or assets 
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I. TAX-QUALIFIED PLANS IN M&A
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I. Tax-Qualified Plans in M&A
Overview

 Types of Plans

 Single employer defined benefit plans

 Traditional pension plans

 Cash Balance Plans (including, e.g., PEPs and other)

 Single employer defined contribution plans

 401(k) plans

 Profit sharing plans

 ESOPs

 Multiemployer plans

 Also called Taft-Hartley plans
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I. Tax-Qualified Plans in M&A
Overview

10

 Parties should negotiate treatment of Plans as early as possible

 Best alternative for the parties will depend on factors such as—

 Financial aspects of plans – particularly with respect to defined benefit plans

 Structure of deal – asset  vs. stock sale

 Buyer's risk tolerance to assuming compliance issues affecting plans

 Benefit infrastructure in place at Buyer

 Integration issues and differences in benefit levels between parties' plans

 Seller’s willingness to retain plan or portion associated with affected employees

 Affect on participants



I. Tax-Qualified Plans in M&A
Overview

 Treatment in Transaction – "Default Treatment"

 Unless parties agree otherwise:

 Stock Sales/Mergers

 Treatment of a plan depends on which entity is “sponsor”

 Plan at Target will continue at Target

 If Plan at Target’s parent, Plan will remain at parent

 Asset Sales

 Plan at Seller will remain with Seller
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I. Tax-Qualified Plans in M&A
Overview 

 Treatment in Transaction – Alternative Treatment

 Plan is automatically assumed/continued

 Plan is contractually assumed by Buyer

 Portion of Plan is transferred by trust-to-trust (or “spun-off”) and:

 Used to establish a new plan by Buyer

 Merged into Buyer’s plan (e.g., a spin-off and merger)

 Neither Plan nor portion of Plan is transferred; employee may be able to 
“roll over” a distribution from Seller’s Plan to Buyer’s Plan, Target's new 
Plan or an IRA

 Plan may be terminated before closing by Seller or Target

 Plan may be terminated after closing by Buyer
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 Treatment in Transaction – Transaction Agreement

 Agreed-upon treatment

 Timing of treatment 

 If termination, when terminated

 If spin-off, when will spin-off occur

 Affected participants (e.g., former employees)

 Actuarial assumptions (defined benefit plan) and dispute mechanism

 Legal requirements

 In spin-off, assets ≥ present value of benefits that participants would have received had Plan 
terminated prior to transfer

 If Plan is terminated, participants must be made 100% vested

 PBGC notice requirements

 Division of assets and liabilities

 Allocation of cost of treatment
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I. Tax-Qualified Plans in M&A
Overview



II. DEFINED BENEFIT PENSION PLANS
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 Underfunding liability can be a significant aspect of any transaction

 Quantification of liability depends on assumptions which vary 
depending on purpose

 Financial accounting

 Termination liability

 PBGC variable premium calculation

 IRC/ERISA funding target/minimum contribution requirements

II. Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Single Employer Plans
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II. Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Single Employer DB Plans

 Primary issues

 Unfunded Liabilities

 Unpaid Contributions

 PBGC Premiums

 Liens

 Unfunded Accounting Liabilities – Adversely impacts Buyer’s balance sheet

 Required Minimum Contributions – Effect on cash flow

 IRC §436 – Possibly that benefit restrictions will be triggered
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II. Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Single Employer DB Plans

 PBGC Early Warning Program

 PBGC monitors companies with underfunded pension plans and looks for 
transactions that pose an increased risk of long-run loss to the PBGC

 Focus is on transactions that may substantially undermine sponsor’s ability to 
fund plan or PBGC’s ability to collect termination liability if plan is terminated

 PBGC might request additional information regarding  transaction and then go 
away, or may threaten involuntary termination of plan prior to the transaction if 
there are major issues

 Plan may be terminated through a “distress” termination by the plan sponsor or 
through an “involuntary” termination by the PGBC

 Threat of involuntary termination provides PBGC leverage to negotiate 
additional protections for plan, such as additional contributions, security for 
future contributions or a guarantee from a financially sound company that is 
leaving the controlled group
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II. Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Single Employer Plans

 Evasive Transactions:  5-Year Lookback Rule

 If the principal purpose of entering into a transaction is to evade termination 
liability and the pension plan terminates within 5 years after transaction, the 
transaction is ignored for purposes of assessing termination liability against 
prior contributing sponsor

 Benefit increases that are effective after the transaction date are not taken into 
account

 If prior sponsor ceases to exist due to a reorganization, merger or 
consolidation, the successor entity (and the members of its controlled 
group) will be responsible for the termination liability
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II. Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Multiemployer Plans

 Withdrawal Liability

 Withdrawal liability arises when an employer participates in, and then 
completely or partially withdraws from, an underfunded multiemployer 
pension plan 

 An employer that withdraws from a multiemployer plan is liable for the employer’s 
share of the plan’s unfunded vested benefits

 Amount of withdrawal liability is determined under statutory formula and 
calculated as of the last day of the plan year before the plan year in which the 
employer withdraws

 Upon withdrawal, the plan determines the amount of withdrawal liability, notifies 
the employer of the amount and collects it from the employer

 Joint and several obligation of each member of controlled group
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II. Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Multiemployer Plans

 Complete Withdrawal

 Employer permanently ceases to have an obligation to contribute to the 
multiemployer plan

 Employer permanently ceases all covered operations under the plan

 Partial Withdrawal

 Decline of 70% or more in the employer’s “contribution base units” over 3 
plan years

 Partial cessation of the employer’s obligation to contribute
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II. Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Multiemployer Plans

 Withdrawal Liability

 Generally not automatically triggered by transaction

 Stock Sale

 Buyer may assume existing withdrawal liability as a contingent liability

 With respect to assumed participation in a multiemployer plan, Buyer acquires 
contribution history of the acquired entity and will be responsible for withdrawal liability 
upon the occurrence of any of the triggering events

 Asset Sale

 May trigger withdrawal liability for the Seller unless the “sale of assets” exception 
applies

 Successorship doctrine

 Buyer may incur withdrawal liability if it sells or closes relevant facilities 
after Transaction
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II. Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Multiemployer Plans

 Sale of Assets Exception

 In an asset sale, Seller can avoid withdrawal liability if transaction is structured to 
comply with the “sale of assets” exception under ERISA § 4204

 Buyer retains an obligation to contribute to plan for substantially the same number of 
contribution base units as Seller had prior to sale

 Buyer picks up 5-year contribution history of Seller

 Buyer posts bond to plan for period of 5 years after date of purchase equal to the greater of –

 the average required contributions of Seller for the 3 years prior to the sale, and

 the amount of required contributions for the year immediately prior to the sale

 The transaction agreement must include a provision that the Seller will remain secondarily 
liable for a Buyer’s withdrawal for a period of 5 years after the transaction

 If all, or substantially all, of Seller’s remaining assets are distributed or Seller is liquidated 
prior to end of 5th plan year after transaction, Seller will be required to post bond or escrow 
amount equal to 100% of withdrawal liability Seller would have incurred without the exception 
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II. Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Controlled Group Liability

 Under ERISA, each member of the “controlled group” consisting of the 
employer and each trade or business under common control with 
employer is jointly and severally liable for employer’s share of —

 PBGC termination liability

 Withdrawal liability 

 Required minimum contributions

 PBGC premiums

 ERISA liens

 Also, certain IRS tax-qualification requirements (e.g., coverage and 
nondiscrimination testing, statutory plan limits, etc.) are applied on a 
controlled group basis
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II. Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Controlled Group Liability

 Types of Controlled Groups (Under IRC § 414(c))

 Parent-Subsidiary Controlled Group

 Trade or business owns, directly or indirectly, a controlling interest (generally 80% or greater) in the 
contributing employer, or

 Contributing employer owns, directly or indirectly, a controlling interest in the trade or business

 Brother-Sister Controlled Group

 Two or more organizations conducting trades or businesses are under common control if—

 Same 5 or fewer persons who are individuals, estates or trusts own a controlling (80% or more) interest 
in each of the organizations, and

 Taking into account the ownership of each such person only to the extent such ownership overlaps, 
such persons are in effective control (50% or greater) of each organization

 Combined Group

 Any group of 3 or more organizations if—

 Each organization is a member of either a parent-subsidiary or brother-sister group of trades of businesses 
under common control, and

 At least one such organization is the common parent of both a parent-subsidiary and brother-sister group of 
trades or businesses under common control
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II. Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Controlled Group Liability

 Private Equity Funds as Trades or Businesses

 Historic Treatment

 PBGC Position

 Case law

 Sun Capital Partners III LP v. New England Teamsters and Trucking Industry 
Pension Fund
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II. Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Controlled Group Liability

 Impact on Private Equity Funds

 If PE Fund is considered to be a trade or business under ERISA, the Fund's 
(or related funds’) ownership of a controlling interest in a portfolio company 
could cause the PE Fund and the portfolio company (and possibly other 
portfolio companies of the Fund) to be treated as a controlled group

 Membership in the controlled group would expand each time the PE Fund 
acquired a controlling interest in another portfolio company

 The PE Fund and possibly other portfolio companies could have joint and 
several liability under ERISA for the pension plan liabilities of a portfolio 
company   
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II. Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Successorship Doctrine

 Asset transaction

 Buyer/successor had notice of the claim before the acquisition

 There is substantial continuation in the operation of the business 
before and after the sale

 Examples

 Heavenly Hana LLC v. Hotel Union & Hotel Industry of Hawaii Pension Plan, No. 
16-15481 (9th Cir. 2018)

 Tsareff v. Manweb Services, Inc., No. 14-1618 (7th Cir. 2015)
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III. RETIREE WELFARE 
BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS
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III. RETIREE WELFARE BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS
Overview

 Many companies subsidize health and life insurance benefits for 
retirees and their dependents; liabilities for these benefits can be 
material

 Structure of M&A transaction (asset versus stock sale) typically 
dictates whether Seller or Buyer will be responsible for Seller’s retiree 
welfare obligations

 Purchase price should reflect unfunded current and projected liabilities
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III. RETIREE WELFARE BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS
Funding Alternatives:  Pay-As-You-Go

Pay-As-You-Go

 There is no requirement under ERISA to pre-fund welfare benefit 
obligations, including retiree welfare obligations

 Unfunded retiree welfare obligations must be reflected as liabilities 
for “other postemployment benefits” on employer’s income 
statement and balance sheet
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III. RETIREE WELFARE BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS
Funding Alternatives:  VEBA

 Voluntary Employees’ Beneficiary Association (VEBA) 
IRC§501(c)(9) 

 Most common type of funding entity for retiree welfare obligations

 Tax-exempt organization that can accumulate tax-free income-producing 
reserves for the payment of life, sickness, accident or similar benefits to 
VEBA members and their dependents

 IRS determination letter required
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III. RETIREE WELFARE BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS
Funding Alternatives:  VEBA

 VEBA - General Requirements

 Organization Requirement:  Separate legal entity independent of 
members or employer

 Activities: Substantially all of VEBA’s operations must be in furtherance of 
providing permissible benefits

 Membership:  Generally restricted to employees (including dependents) 
with an “employee-related common bond”

 Nondiscrimination:  Generally cannot discriminate in favor of highly 
compensated employees

 Anti-inurement: No part of the net earnings of a VEBA may inure to the 
benefit of any individual, other than through the payment of permissible 
benefits
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III. RETIREE WELFARE BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS
Funding Alternatives:  VEBA

 Funding a VEBA

 No required minimum contributions

 Maximum deductible contributions (IRC§419 and§419A )

 Does not apply to collectively bargained funds, funds sponsored by non-profits, 
employee pay all or 10-or-more employer plans

 Funded over working lifetime of covered members

 Actuarially determined on a level basis
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III. RETIREE WELFARE BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS
Funding Alternatives:  VEBA

 Funding a VEBA (continued)

 Most fund over working lifetime of active employees and remaining lifetime 
of retirees

 Separate accounts required for key employees

 Key employee contributions count as annual additions under IRC §415

 Assets cannot revert to employer, but some flexibility to redirect funds to 
provide other benefits
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III. RETIREE WELFARE BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS
Funding Alternatives:  ERISA Considerations

 ERISA Consideration for Funded Retiree Welfare Arrangements

 Reporting and Disclosure:  Annual reports for funded welfare plan with 
100 or more participants must include audited financial statements 
prepared by a qualified independent public accountant

 Fiduciary Responsibilities:  ERISA fiduciary responsibility provisions 

apply to any funded ERISA plan, including a funded retiree welfare plan
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III. RETIREE WELFARE BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS
Terminating Retiree Welfare Benefits

 ERISA Standard

 ERISA §201(1) expressly excludes employee welfare benefit plans from 
ERISA’s vesting provisions

 Accordingly, the Supreme Court has held that “Employers or other plan 
sponsors are generally free under ERISA, for any reason and at any time, 
to adopt, modify or terminate welfare plans”

 At the same time, the Court has recognized that employees may bargain for 
lifetime vesting of benefits and employers may waive their rights to 
terminate lifetime welfare benefits as determined under “ordinary principles 
of contract law”
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III. RETIREE WELFARE BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS
Terminating Retiree Welfare Benefits

 Contractual Vesting

 Most courts will enforce an express promise to provide lifetime welfare 
benefits

 If language in official plan documents is unclear as to employer’s intent to 
vest lifetime benefits, courts will consider extrinsic evidence
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III. RETIREE WELFARE BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS
Terminating Retiree Welfare Benefits

 Contractual Vesting

 Other places to look for lifetime benefit promises—

 Employment/separation agreements

 Change-in-control/severance plans

 Voluntary retirement windows

 Absence of “reservation-of-rights-to-amend-or-terminate” clause

 Reservation should be in plan document, SPD or CBA

 Participants may claim retiree benefits are vested and non-terminable

 For example, a provision or communication to the effect that “coverage will 
continue after retirement”
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III. RETIREE WELFARE BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS
Terminating Retiree Welfare Benefits

 Reservation-of-Rights Clause

 Courts have held that an unambiguous reservation-of-rights clause in plan 
documents or CBAs allowing employer to modify or terminate benefits is 
incompatible with promise to provide lifetime benefits 

 Where official plan documents and SPDs include unambiguous reservation-
of-rights clause, plan or contractual language such as “medical benefits will 
continue beyond retirement,” or “continuous health insurance will be 
provided,” does not necessarily conflict with the reservation-of-rights clause 
but it raises risk of being viewed as an ambiguity in plan language

 Likewise, promise of “lifetime” coverage generally will not trump an 
unambiguous reservation-of-rights clause
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III. RETIREE WELFARE BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS
Retiree Welfare M&A Best Practices

 Due Diligence of Retiree Welfare Obligations

 Assess “FAS 106” liability for postretirement benefits

 Review funding vehicles for legal compliance

 Confirm right to terminate benefits is reserved in plan documents, SPDs
and CBAs

 Check employment agreements, separation agreements, CIC plans, etc., 
for additional promises of lifetime benefits 
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III. RETIREE WELFARE BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS
Retiree Welfare M&A Best Practices

 Allocation of Liabilities Among Parties

 Purchase agreement should clearly delineate responsibility for retiree 
welfare obligations

 Asset deal:  Generally, Seller retains liability for current retirees and Buyer 
assumes for active employees

 Stock deal:  If Buyer is purchasing entire company, retiree welfare obligations 
generally will transfer with company to Buyer
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IV. DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PLANS
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IV. DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PLANS
Overview

 Do not carry underfunding liability risks associated with DB Plans

 Consider late contributions for compliance

 Any plan required contributions required to be made should be accrued 
financially

 Primary M&A issues associated with tax-qualified DC Plans involve—

 Legal and administrative compliance of plans

 Post-transaction plan integration

 These issues are more easily managed if addressed early in the M&A 
process, NOT as an afterthought
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IV. DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PLANS
Plan Loan Issues in Asset Sales

 Treatment of Plan loans should be addressed if:

 Plan will not be transferred and assumed by Buyer

 Accounts of affected participants will not be spun-off to Buyer's Plan

 Alternatives

 Rollover of Loans

 Purchase agreement may require Buyer to permit participant to roll over 
distributions, including loan notes to Buyer’s plan 

 Buyer must ensure that administration of loans can be handled

 Parties may need to provide for continued loan servicing until rollover

 Continued repayment to Seller's Plan after Transaction

 Employees' accounts and loans remain in Seller's Plan

 Affected employees permitted to continue to repay loans to Seller's Plan 

 This has become uncommon
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IV. DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PLANS
Plan Loan Issues in Asset Sales

 Loan default results in either “deemed distribution” or “loan offset”

 Deemed Distribution:  Occurs when a participant is not otherwise entitled 
to a plan distribution (e.g., the participant remains actively employed after 
the loan default)

 Loan Offset:  Occurs when the participant is otherwise entitled to a 
distribution under the plan (e.g., participant incurs severance from 
employment or plan is terminated)

 For loan offsets that otherwise would result in tax in 2018 or later, the TCJA tax 
reform act liberalized rules for repayment of the offset amount and avoiding the 
tax
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IV. DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PLANS
Transition Alternatives – Stock Sale and Merger

Buyer Merges Target Plan into Buyer Plan

 Eliminates duplicative burdens and costs associate with maintenance 
of separate plans, but raises other compliance issues

 Preservation of Protected Benefits (IRC §411(d)(6))

 Discrimination Testing Challenges

 Investment Option Integration

 Allocation of Forfeitures

 Tainted Assets
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V.  NON-QUALIFIED DEFERRED 
COMPENSATION PLANS
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V. NQDC PLANS
Typical NQDC Plans

 Voluntary elective deferred compensation

 Employer-paid deferred compensation 

 Excess benefit plans

 SERPs

 Individual employment/compensation arrangements
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V. NQDC PLANS
ERISA

 NQDC may constitute an "employee pension benefit plan" or 
"employee welfare benefit plan" under ERISA

 If subject to ERISA:

 NQDC may need to constitute a "top hat plan"

 Comply with some of ERISA's requirements, including a written plan and claims 
procedures

 Required to file annual Form 5500 unless one-time top hat plan registration filed
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V. NQDC PLANS
IRC 409A

 General Rules

 Imposes strict rules regarding timing of distributions

 Imposes strict rules regarding timing of deferral and distribution elections

 Prohibits offshore rabbi trusts and financial health triggers

 Any change in form and timing of payment must comply with
complex and restrictive rules

 Penalties for non-compliance

 20% penalty tax on NQDC

 Interest and penalties

 Price of Non-Compliance

 Risk is on employees

 Reps are common but generally offer little protection
50



V. NQDC PLANS

Asset Transactions

 Unless otherwise agreed to, employees who transfer employment to 
buyer will have a “separation from service”

 If NQDC Plan provides for payment upon a separation from service, 
transfer of employment pursuant to transaction will require payment

 IRC 409A permits seller and buyer to uniformly treat all employees who 
transfer to buyer (or its affiliate) as not having incurred a separation 
from service
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V. NQDC PLANS

Stock Transaction

 Employees of Target will not incur a separation from service under IRC 
409A solely as a result of transaction 

 Same treatment applies even if employees participated in a NQDC plan 
maintained at the seller or other affiliate
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V. NQDC PLANS

Important Post-Closing Task

 Unless a NQDC plan provides for the termination and payment to 
affected participants, if participants have not separated from service, 
deferral elections must be respected. 

 This might require new mirror NQDC Plan
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V. NQDC PLANS

Structure of Transactions

 Alternatives are similar to tax-qualified pension plans

 Unlike treatment of tax-qualified plans, assets and liabilities may be 
negotiated 

 “Rabbi” trust may have been established to hold assets to pay benefits

 If stock deal (including merger), important to determine that all benefit 
liabilities under plan are reflected on financial statements
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V. NQDC PLANS

Change in Control Event

 If terms require benefit payment upon a Change in Control Event, 
benefits must be paid to comply with IRC 409A

 Transaction must be a “Change in Control Event” as defined under IRC 
409A

 Importantly, definition is not the same for IRC 280G and other laws (e.g., 
securities laws)

 If compensation is earned (i.e., vested) and paid on a particular transaction, 
it may not be subject to IRC 409A (i.e., short-term deferral)
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V. NQDC PLANS

 Deferring Payment

 Earn-out Exception

 Change in Control Exception

 Extension of Risk of Forfeiture
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V. NQDC PLANS

Accelerating Payment

 Terminating NQDC Plan

 Change in Control Event

 General Termination Exception

 Corporate Dissolution
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V. NQDC PLANS

Specified Employees

 Two public companies

 Private and public companies

 Spin-off of public company

 IPO and going public transactions
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VI.  INTERNATIONAL PLANS  
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VI. INTERNATIONAL PLANS

Non-U.S. Pension Plans

 Treatment of pension plan in transaction may require government 
approval

 In the U.K., approval of Pension Regulator must be obtained

 Notification of Works Council may be necessary

 Applicable law of non-U.S. jurisdiction may not require pensions to be 
funded pursuant to a separate vehicle, such as a trust

 This heightens importance of the financial reporting of pension 
liabilities

 Note that financial reporting of non-U.S. pension plans will differ from 
U.S. (e.g., GAAP, IFRS)

 Even in an asset deal, a buyer may be subject to liabilities with respect 
to pension plans – even if buyer does not assume the plan
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